Current designs for the home of the future often unconsciously repeat themes from the history of domestic technology. Historical awareness enables us to consciously choose which of these themes bear repeating, and which we want to resist in our designs. I will describe some of the themes that recur in technology for the kitchen in the US, and present 3 speculative designs that provide alternatives to them.
INTRODUCTION
Smart gadgets for the home are popping up like mushrooms. These gadgets can monitor and respond to our activity without our even being aware of it. What are these gadgets doing? In this paper, I will argue that these gadgets are repeating the themes of the last 100 years of domestic technology in the US, some of which we might not consciously choose to allow into our own homes. I will focus on the kitchen, briefly describing its history in America, then presenting 3 designs that work against that history, offering us the opportunity to actively choose whether our future will repeat our past.
The approach outlined in this paper is related to several compatible projects for rethinking the assumptions that underly technology. It is an example of critical technical practices as formulated by Agre, or ways of building technology that incorporate an awareness of problems in the philosophies that those technologies embody [1] . It parallels Gaver, Dunne and Raby's work on speculative design as a way to highlight and alter technology's cultural meaning [4] [6] , including in home spaces [5] [7] . It is closely allied with Bell and Kaye's analysis of the cultural history of "kitchens of the future" and resulting technology design manifesto [2] .
A VERY BRIEF HISTORY OF THE KITCHEN
In the early 19 th century, kitchen technology consisted of an icebox, a work table, a cupboard, and a wood stove. Recipes were handed down through a family, representing a family's unique history and ethnicity. They did not give the precise instructions we are used to today, but used approximate ingredients and measurements, intended to be interpreted by a housewife with a lifelong experience in cooking. Women prepared food from their own produce and did their own canning. Store-bought goods were rare; when people bought them, they did so at a general store where they were personally served by someone they knew. There were no brands, and food like milk came fresh from the producer. Cooking and tending the stove was timeconsuming and central to home life.
All these attributes were changed through industrialization and the rise of consumer culture. The equipment of the kitchen began to change in the late 19 th century, when women were introduced to the wonders of factory-made gadgets like apple peelers, which acted to replace the labor of domestic help, which was leaving the home to work in factories. The electric and gas stoves and refrigerators were developed in the teens, saving enormous amounts of labor.
Industrialization and the vast changes it made in the average standard of living led to blind faith in using science to rethink all aspects of life, and the kitchen was no exception. The scientific cooking movement, staunchly promoted by Fannie Farmer, introduced diets, menus, and recipes based on newly-discovered nutrients, vitamins, and calories.
Measurements were standardized, and the movement actively campaigned through schools and home economics education to eradicate ethnic cooking, which was considered unscientific and therefore unhealthy. The recipe was removed from the realm of the family and subsumed to scientific authority, and the cooking process became standardized and marketed.
The teens and twenties saw the rise of commercial processing and convenience foods such as Wonder bread and Jello. Instead of making foods themselves, women saved time by buying prepared food at the newly developed self-service grocery store. This ease was bought through increasing dependence: corporations began to have an everincreasing say over what appeared on American tables. In order to reach consumers directly, the concept of branding developed and gradually began to take over numerous aspects of everyday home life. During the 50's, for example, home-made cooking was considered déclassé, since even poor people could make their own food; proper middle-class housewives created meals around preprocessed mixes.
During the last half of the 20 th century, many of these formative themes remained current or expanded. From factory farming to the microwave, the growth and preparation of food have become ever faster, more standardized, and more convenient. While homemade, ethnic food is now considered the height of hospitality, relatively few people make the time to prepare their own food on a day-to-day basis, and even ethnic food has become standardized American fare (mozzarella, tomato, and fresh basil sandwich, anyone?). As Americans become ever fatter, we turn to scientists to tell us what to eat, what pills to swallow, and which surgical procedures we should undergo as a response. 
ANALYSIS: TRENDS IN THE AMERICAN KITCHEN
Over the course of the last century-and-a-half, cooking came to be seen as an industrial process to be optimized. Science and technology became authorities over how people cooked in their own homes. There was a strong emphasis on efficiency over quality; microwaves, for example, make food faster but not better. Food became seen as a standardized commodity -"Every can is the same," as an early ad for Spry lard proudly touted. In moving from home-grown and -prepared foods to industrialized ones, people became alienated from the food production and cooking process, and industry came to control what is cooked. Marketing became increasingly central to American culture, gradually penetrating all aspects of the kitchen. 2 If history repeats itself, what can we expect from future domestic technology? Gadgets would not improve the quality of meals produced (except by accident); instead, they would improve the efficiency of the cooking process, making it easier, faster, or more fun (and a way to sell you other things while you cook). Gadgets would promote external control over cooking, leaving little free range for cooks' creativity. There would be attempts to penetrate every nook and cranny with marketing.
TODAY'S KITCHEN OF THE FUTURE
But maybe we have little to worry about. After all, today's kitchen is no longer being designed by mechanical engineers. We live in the information age, and future kitchen appliances are expected to be similarly informational. Sensing and processing will be embedded in these appliances, allowing them to sense what we are doing and to network with one another and the outside world. Your appliances will be able to communicate with you about what you do, proferring suggestions or intervening when trouble is on the horizon.
Superficially, this vision is quite different from the pastbut will things really be so different? To find out, let's take a look at some of the appliances being designed today. Whirlpool, for example, has designed a refrigerator with an attached webpad. This fridge of the future allows you to download recipes from the internet, creating a shopping list for the ingredients you don't have. You can scan UPC codes from empty containers, adding them to the shopping list as well. In the future, fridges like this are planned to suggest recipes for you based on what is in your refrigerator, automatically order food from the grocery store when you run out, tell supermarkets what you have and need, and sponsor direct advertising campaigns from supermarkets based on what is in your refrigerator.
Sunbeam's planned mixer of the future -always promised just around the corner, now presumably a victim of their bankruptcy -was intended to download recipes from the internet. The mixer senses which buttons you push, checking against your recipe to see whether you are doing it correctly, and letting you know if it believes you are doing it wrong. This mixer is part of a suite of devices which can communicate with each other; the scale, for example, can tell the refrigerator you have been gaining weight, stimulating the refrigerator to give you a lecture every time you open the door. MIT Media Lab's CounterIntelligence project has developed a similar countertop of the future, which allows you to download recipes from the internet, walks you through the recipes, monitoring your actions and letting you know if you have deviated from them.
Philips has designed a trash can of the future [9] . Surprisingly, it does not let you download recipes from the internet. Instead, it reads UPC codes on your trash, separating it into different classes for recycling. A good idea, but nevertheless not closed to perversion -marketers have suggested that, since this device will be too expensive for most people's budgets, it should be financially sponsored by supermarkets, who will in return be notified of your actions every time you throw something away.
These information appliances share the following characteristics: they involve recipes, shopping lists, and marketing. What they do not involve, or only peripherally, is food. These gadgets are generally put in a position of control over the cook/consumer, from which vantage point they bully users around, letting them know when they have deviated from the One True Way of the recipe. All of these concepts are based on an assumption of cooking as basically about consumption. In these respects, new, proposed gadgets for the kitchen are simply continuing the long march of industrialized history, leaving the sensual, local joys of sharing home cooking with friends and family behind. 3 
COOKING BEYOND CONSUMPTION
But things do not necessarily need to be this way. By becoming aware of our culture's tendencies in appliance design, we can make a conscious decision of which tendencies we wish to encourage, and which we would like to actively discourage.
In this section, I will describe 3 speculative designs for the kitchen of the future -one from the literature and two novel ideas -that work against the industrialization of food. These appliances actively encourage the opposite of industrialization by emphasizing production over consumption, and by allowing people to become aware of what they are consuming.
Robocrop
Information appliances are often based on the assumption that food is fundamentally bought, branded, and marked by a UPC Code. The Robocrop project, developed by the MIT Media Lab's Counter Intelligence project, combines hydroponic and robotic technology to create small, autonomous apartment gardens which can largely tend themselves and take users off the marketing grid for their vegetables [2] .
This technology shifts users from consumers to producers, reviving the trend of selfproduction of food from the early 19 th century.
The Recombinant Recipe Generator
Information appliances are often based on the assumption that recipes are a program to be executed by a robotic cook, who should be punished for deviating from that program. Instead, we can think of recipes as they were in the days before Fannie Farmer and scientific cooking: as sources of inspiration, not to be strictly followed, but to be creatively, locally adapted. The Recombinant Recipe Generator would, like existing information appliances, search the internet for recipes; but instead of forcing users to follow one exactly, it would use statistical algorithms to let users extract general principles from these recipes and use these as a basis for creative improvisation. For example, searching for eggplant recipes might return me a list of basic approaches taken and the variety of sauces used; I could then decide myself which approach I wanted to take and how I wanted to vary it based on what was in my refrigerator.
The Food Individualizer
Information appliances are often based on the assumption that each instance of food is basically the same. While each tomato may have its own history, shape, color, and taste, the information appliance assumes that all that matters is its class, as connoted by its UPC code ("Every can is the same"). But as long as we are making food with codes, we could mark them not only with their abstract class in the supermarket framework, but also with the history of that particular item's production. A Food Individualizer would be a hand-held device with a small screen that could be used to scan and display the data associated with a particular piece of food. Scanning a tomato, we could see the field from which that tomato came; scanning a can of Cheese Whiz would take us to the laboratory in which it was produced. When buying meat, we could see whether it came from a happy animal grazing in a field, or a terrified pig in a factory farm. Our food would not be just an abstract unit of consumption, but a concrete object with its own story to tell.
CONCLUSION: DRAWING ON THE PAST TO SHAPE THE FUTURE
With the proliferation of personal computers, cell phones, PDAs, MP3 players, and other electronic products, computing and telecommunications have moved from the office desktop and are becoming more and more embedded in our everyday lives. The shift from work-related, taskoriented technology to everyday computing -devices and applications that are used in everyday, open-ended activities and experiences -is opening a new design space for technology. In designing technologies that surround us not only at work but also at play, questions about social and cultural values embedded in those technologies is becoming ever more urgent. One approach HCI has found fruitful for uncovering these values is ethnography [10] [12]; Blythe and Monk, for example, uncover gender assumptions in technology design through domestic ethnographies [3] .
Cultural history of technology provides an alternative, compatible approach. Just as ethnography helps us to recognize and design for unconscious cultural meanings and uses of technology today, cultural history can help us become aware of historical trends we may otherwise unthinkingly propagate. By designing with reference to history, we create the opportunity to make conscious decisions about which parts of history we would like to repeat -and which we would choose to leave behind.
